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Abstract

strategy annotations as replacement (or reduction) restrictions.

In this paper, we discuss syntactic annotations

In

CSR,

a replace-

for narrowing and propose a unied model

µ indicates the arguments µ(f ) ⊆
{1, . . . , ar(f )} of function symbols f on which

that exploits the synergy of combining previ-

reductions are allowed. These replacement re-

ous frameworks.

strictions have proved useful for making pro-

ment map

grams more ecient (by reducing the num-

1 Introduction
Computational

systems

ber of attempted matchings) and for dealing with innite data structures (by imposing
with

a

reduction-

based operational principle, such as rule-based
programming languages and equational theorem provers, typically incorporate a predened
evaluation strategy that cuts o the search
space but can also modify important program
properties such as termination, normalization,
and optimality.

Syntactic strategy annotations

are

com-

monly used to give the programmer some control over the considered strategy and proper-

some controlled laziness; for instance in languages such as Maude or CafeOBJ). They have
also turned essential as a tool for achieving
termination of programs [4, 16] and for coding
complex systems into rewrite rules [2].

Example 1

Consider

the

rewriting system (TRS)

following

term

R borrowed from [17]:

first(0,Z) → nil
first(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) → cons(Y,first(X,Z))
from(X) → cons(X,from(s(X)))

ties. Functional languages such as Clean [19],

In order to ensure the termination of the

Haskell [13], and Lisp [18] encode the strategy

rewriting relation for

as

reductions on the second argument of the list

strictness annotations

to become more ea-

R,

we have to restrict

to become more lazy, thus im-

cons. With µ(cons) = {1} and
µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} for all other symbols
f , we forbid replacements on the second argument of cons while reductions are still allowed

proving termination; and functional logic lan-

below the arguments of all other symbols (and

guages such as Curry [12] provide

also below the rst argument of

ger, thus more ecient; equational languages
such as Maude [2, 3], OBJ2 [7], OBJ3 [9], and
CafeOBJ [8] implement them as

restrictions

restrictions

replacement

instantiation

to control coroutine via logic vari-

stance, although

cons). For int1 = first(s(0),from(0))

has an innite reduction sequence by using or-

ables as in logic programming.

Context-sensitive rewriting (CSR)

constructor

[15, 17]

1

dinary rewriting

first(s(0),from(0))

provides a basic framework to reason about
∗
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→ first(s(0),cons(0,from(s(0))))
→ ···
it

is

possible

to

prove

that

CSR

for

1 We underline the subterm reduced at each rewrit-

ing step (the selected

redex).

R

auto-

delayed until it is properly instantiated to en-

matic proof can be obtained with mu-term,

above

is

terminating

(e.g.,

an

able a rewriting step. Function symbols with a

see

functional or equational meaning are typically

http://www.dsic.upv.es/~slucas/csr/
termination/muterm).


Context-sensitive narrowing (CSN )

[15] is

CSN , the replacement map µ indi-

cates the arguments
function symbol

f

µ(f ) ⊆ {1, . . . , ar(f )}

of

on which narrowing steps

are allowed.

Example 2

Consider the program

µ of Example
= first(X,from(X)),

replacement map
term

t2

R and the

1.

For the

only

rigid

whereas function symbols

with an intended logic meaning are marked as

the lifting of context-sensitive rewriting to narrowing. In

annotated as

three

context-sensitive narrowing sequences can be
proved:

first(X,from(X))

;[X7→0] nil

first(X,from(X))
;id first(X,cons(X,from(s(X))))
;[X7→0] nil

exible.

Example 3

Consider again the program of

Example 1 and the following rules:

leqOne(0) → True
leqOne(s(0)) → True
Assume that

rigid,

first and from are
leqOne is marked

whereas

marked as
as

exible.

We also consider an auxiliary constructor sym-

2
and. Now, consider the term t3 =
and(leqOne(X),first(X,from(X))).
The
rst argument of first is a variable, X, thus
narrowing of the subterm first(X,from(X))
will be delayed until X is properly instantiated,
since first and from are marked as rigid. This
can be caused by the narrowing of leqOne(X),

bol

as shown in the two following sequences:

and(leqOne(X),first(X,from(X)))

first(X,from(X))
;id first(X,cons(X,from(s(X))))
;[X7→s(X')] cons(s(X'),
first(X',from(s(s(X')))))

;[X7→0] and(True,first(0,from(0)))
;id and(True,nil)

On the other hand, in [11] Hanus proposed

and(leqOne(X),first(X,from(X)))
;[X7→s(0)] and(True,first(s(0),from(s(0))))
;id and(True,
first(s(0),
cons(s(0),from(s(s(0))))))
;id and(True,
cons(s(0),first(0,from(s(s(0))))))
;id and(True,cons(s(0),nil))

a

However, there are also some innite (unde-

logic languages that considers

sired) narrowing sequences from

some functional logic languages such as Escher

and(leqOne(X),first(X,from(X)))
;id and(leqOne(X),
first(X,cons(X,from(s(X)))))

However,

t2

has an innite number of (pos-

sibly innite) ordinary narrowing sequences,
computing substitutions

[X 7→ s(s(0))],

etc.

[X 7→ 0], [X 7→ s(0)],


unied computational model for functional
instantiation restrictions in order to combine narrowing with
the so-called residuation principle [14] used by

t3 :

or Oz. In Hanus' terminology, this is expressed

;id · · ·

by means of

which are typically avoided by using a lazy

rigid or exible annotations which

can be given to the inductive positions of the

narrowing strategy, as in Curry. Lazy strate-

denitional trees which are used to guide the

gies are outside the scope of this paper; in-

program execution in this model. In the lan-

stead we consider syntactic strategy annota-

guage Curry

tions which are often simpler.

rigid

or

exible

annotations are



directly given to the dened function symbols

rigid

f

One important motivation for this paper is to

species that no instantiation for the variables

endow CafeOBJ or Maude with narrowing ca-

instead.

Informally, a

of a function call rooted by

annotation for

f

are allowed in a

reduction step, i.e., reduction of the term is

2 For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we restrict
ourselves to one-sorted signatures.

account(N,XS)

pabilities controlled by syntactic annotations.

;[XS7→cons(dep(M),XS')] account(add(N,M),XS')
;[XS'7→cons(dep(M'),XS)]

The inclusion of narrowing in the computational model of Maude is one of the expected
forthcoming features of the language (see [2,
Table 1]).

account(add(add(N,M),M'),XS)

; ···

The previous examples illustrate

the usefulness of each annotation model (re-

Note that we are able to restrict instantiations

stricting subterm replacements or restricting

in a concrete argument of a particular symbol,

the instantiation of variables). The key idea of

rather than marking a plain function symbol

our approach is to formalize a unied frame-

as in Curry.

work which uses mappings

µ, ν ∈ F → P(N)

to specify the replacement or instantiation restrictions, respectively.
The impact of the instantiation restrictions
in the computational behaviour of functionallogic programs is illustrated in the following
example.

new

proaches,

model

including

subsumes

previous

ap-

and

the

CSR, CSN ,

rigid/exible annotations as implemented in
Curry.

We believe that this setting can be

specially well-suited for Maude, since it could
be smoothly integrated into the current operational scheme. On the other hand, the con-

Example 4

Consider the TRS

R of Example

1 together with the following rules describing
bank accounts. Accounts are simply modeled
by means of two simple operations
posit) and

The



wit

dep

(de-

(withdrawal):

account(N,nil) → N
account(N,cons(dep(M),XS))
→ account(add(N,M),XS)
account(N,cons(wit(M),XS))
→ account(sub(N,M),XS)
add(0,Y) → Y
add(s(X),Y) → s(add(X,Y))
sub(X,0) → X
sub(s(X),s(Y)) → sub(X,Y)
client1(cons(dep(50),
cons(wit(20), nil))) → True

current execution of objects, which is a strong
point of rewriting in Maude, can be supported
using a more general model of synchronization
by logical variables and narrowing, as illustrated by the example above.

2 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper,
set of variables and

X

F

denotes a countable

denotes a signature,

i.e., a set of function symbols, each having a
xed arity given by a mapping

ar : F → N.

Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual

µ of Example 1: µ(cons) = {1} and
µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} otherwise. Assume

The set of terms built from F and
T (F , X ). The set of terms built only
from F is T (F ). A substitution is a mapping σ : X → T (F , X ) for some variables
Dom(σ). A substitution is usually denoted
as [X1 7→ t1 , . . . , Xk 7→ tk ], and in such case
Dom(σ) = {X1 , . . . , Xk }, or the identity substitution id s.t. ∀X ∈ X : id(X) = X . A

also that instantiations are not allowed under

substitution is homomorphically extended to

the arguments of symbols

terms. A term is said to be linear if it has no

Consider

the

input

expression

and(account(0,XS),client1(XS))
we want to narrow,

ν(add) = ν(sub) = ∅,

way.

X

t4

=

which

and assume the map

add

and

sub,

i.e.,

since they play the role

of `built-in' arithmetic operations which re-

is

multiple occurrences of a single variable.
Positions

p, q, . . . of a term t are represented

quire completely evaluated arguments. Then,

by sequences of positive natural numbers used

it is very handy to have a mechanism to

to address subterms of

forbid instantiations on the second argument

tions of a term

of symbol

are the positions of non-variable symbols, and

since
ations

account, i.e., ν(account) = {1},
account typically relies on the opergenerated

by

the

clients;

this

is

a

PosX (t)

t. The set of posit is denoted by Pos(t), PosF (t)

are the positions of variables. We de-

note the root position (empty sequence) by Λ.

natural choice which avoids innite narrowing

Given positions

sequences like this one:

nation as

p.q .

p and q , we denote its concatep is a position, and Q is a set

If

p.Q = {p.q | q ∈ Q}. The subterm at position p of t is denoted as t|p , and
t[s]p is the term t with the subterm at position
p replaced by s. The symbol labelling the root
of t is denoted as root(t).
A rewrite rule is an ordered pair (l, r), written l → r , with l, r ∈ T (F , X ), l 6∈ X and
Var(r) ⊆ Var(l). The left-hand side (lhs) of
the rule is l and r is its right-hand side (rhs).
A TRS is a pair R = (F , R) where R is a set
of rewrite rules. A TRS R is left-linear if for
all l → r ∈ R, l is a linear term. Given R =
(F , R), we consider F as the disjoint union
Σ = C]D of symbols c ∈ C , called constructors
and symbols f ∈ D , called functions, where
D = {root(l) | l → r ∈ R} and C = F − D.
Then, T (C, X ) (resp. is the set of constructor
terms. A TRS R = (C ] D, R) is a constructor
system (CS) if for all f (l1 , . . . , lk ) → r ∈ R,
li ∈ T (C, X ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
A term t ∈ T (F , X ) rewrites to s (at posip
tion p), written t →R s (t →R s or t → s),
if t|p = σ(l) and s = t[σ(r)]p , for some rule
l → r ∈ R, p ∈ PosF (t) and substitution σ .
A term t ∈ T (F , X ) narrows to s (at posiof positions,

[p,θ]

p with substitution θ), written t ; R s
p
(t ;R s, t ;θ s or t ;θ s), if θ(t|p ) = σ(l)
and s = θ(t)[σ(r)]p , for some (renamed apart)
rule l → r ∈ R, p ∈ PosF (t) and substitu∗
tions θ and σ . A narrowing derivation t ;θ s
is such that either t = s and θ = id or
t = t1 ;θ1 t2 ;θ2 · · · tn ;θn tn+1 = s
and θ = θn ◦ · · · ◦ θ1 .

tion

2.1 Context-sensitive rewriting (CSR)
µ : F → P(N) is a replaceF -map) if ∀f ∈ F , µ(f ) ⊆
{1, . . . , ar(f )} [15]. The set of µ-positions
Posµ (t) of t ∈ T (F , X ) is: Posµ (t) =
{Λ}, if t ∈ X , and Posµ (t) = {Λ} ∪
S
µ
i∈µ(root(t)) i.Pos (t|i ), if t 6∈ X .
A mapping

ment map

In

(or

context-sensitive rewriting (CSR [15]), we

(only) contract redexes at replacing positions:
p
p
t µ-rewrites to s, written t ,→µ s, if t →R s
µ
and p ∈ Pos (t), i.e., ,→µ ⊆→R . The ,→µ normal forms are called

µ-normal
forms of R.

that the
normal

µ-normal

forms. Note

forms strictly include all

The

canonical

replacement

map

µcan
R

is

the most restrictive replacement map ensuring that the non-variable subterms of the lefthand sides of the rules of R are replacing.
µcan
is easily obtained from R:
R
∀f ∈ F , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , ar(f )}, i ∈ µcan
R (f ) i
∃l → r ∈ R, ∃p ∈ PosF (l) s.t. root(l|p ) = f
and p.i ∈ PosF (l). We say that the map µ
0
is less or equally restrictive than the map µ ,
0
0
denoted by µ v µ, if ∀f ∈ F , µ (f ) ⊆ µ(f ).
Note that

2.2 Context-sensitive narrowing (CSN )
The lifting of context-sensitive rewriting to
narrowing
steps.

In

allows

restrictions

on

narrowing

context-sensitive narrowing (CSN

[15]), we (only) narrow narroxes at replacing
[p,θ]
positions: t µ-narrows to s, written t ; µ s
[p,θ]
θ
µ
(or t ;µ s), if t ; R s and p ∈ Pos (t), i.e.,
∗
;µ ⊆;R (similarly with ;µ ).
The canonical

evaluation

replacement map
B
denoted by µR , is a recan
v µB
placement map such that µR
R and for
B
all c ∈ B , µR (c) = {1, . . . , ar(c)}, i.e., it is a
for a subset

B ⊆ C,

canonical map that doesn't restrict construc-

ϑ ≤ θ for
Dom(θ) = Dom(ϑ)
0
if there exists substitution ϑ such that for all
0
X ∈ Dom(θ), ϑ (ϑ(X)) = θ(X). A normalized
substitution is a substitution θ such that θ(X)
is a →-normal form for any X ∈ Dom(θ). One
tor symbols in the set
substitutions

ϑ and θ

B.

We write

with

of the most important properties of

CSN

is the

following.
[15] Let R be
a left-linear CS and µ be such that µBR v µ for
some B ⊆ C . Let t ∈ T (F , X ), s ∈ T (B, X ),
and θ, ϑ be normalized substitutions. Then,
ϑ
t ;∗θ s i t ;∗µ s and ϑ ≤ θ.

Theorem 1 (Completeness)

3 The unied annotation model
We consider the combination of two maps

hµ, νi

which specify the reductions and in-

stantiations that can be done.
ping

µ : F → P(N)

whereas the mapping

The map-

is a replacement map

ν : F → P(N)

instantiation restriction map.

is an

In this uni-

ed model, we contract only redexes at

µ-

positions and instantiate only variables that
occur at least in one

ν -position.

Moreover,

those variables can be only instantiated with
terms that fulll the

ν

restrictions:
[p,θ]
; hµ,νi s, if

t hµ, νi[p,θ]

t
t ;R s
µ
for some rule l → r ∈ R, p ∈ Pos (t),
and ∀x ∈ Dom(θ), ∃q ∈ Posx (t|p ) s.t.
p.q.PosF (θ(t)|p.q ) ⊆ Posν (θ(t)) ∩ p.q.PosF (l).
That is, ;hµ,νi ⊆;µ ⊆;. From now on, we
will write ;hµ,νi in the examples instead of
θ
narrows to

s,

written

θ

The rewrite relation

,→µ

can be easily simu-

;hµ,νi ,

by reusing

and xing

ν(f ) = ∅

lated in our new model by
the replacement map
for all

µ

f ∈ F.

3.2 Context-sensitive narrowing (CSN )
It

is

also

straightforward

to

simulate

context-sensitive narrowing relation

;µ

the

in the

;hµ,νi , by reusing the replaceµ and xing ν(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )}
f ∈ F.

new model by

;hµ,νi .
Example 5

3.1 Context-sensitive rewriting (CSR)

ment map
Consider Example 4 and

t4 =

and(account(0,XS),client1(XS)).
Recall
the following maps µ, ν from Example 4:
µ(cons) = {1} and µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} otherwise; ν(add) = ν(sub) = ∅, ν(account) =
{1}, and ν(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} otherwise. We
can only prove the following hµ, νi-narrowing
step:

for all

3.3 Rigid/exible annotations
With respect to rigid/exible annotations as
implemented in Curry, the simulation within
the new model is not immediate, since an involved lazy narrowing strategy called

narrowing

and(account(0,XS),client1(XS))

needed

is used in [1] as the basic strat-

egy to which rigid/exible annotations are ap-

;hµ,νi [X7→cons(dep(50),cons(wit(20),nil))]

and(account(0,cons(dep(50),
cons(wit(20),nil))),True)

2 ∈ Posµ (t4 ), PosXS (t4 |2 ) = {1},
θ = [XS →
7 cons(dep(50),cons(wit(20),nil))],
and
2.1.PosF (θ(t4 )|2.1 )
⊆
Posν (θ(t4 )) ∩ 2.1.PosF (l) with l
=
client1(cons(dep(50),cons(wit(20),nil))). 
That is,

Not surprisingly, the completeness of the
new model can only be proven under conditions that are similar to Theorem 1.

plied.

However, if we consider the use of

rigid/exible

annotations on top of ordinary

;hµ,νi ,
µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} for all f ∈ F ,
ν(c) = {1, . . . , ar(c)} for all constructor symbols c ∈ C , ν(f ) = ∅ if f ∈ D is marked as
rigid, and ν(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} if f ∈ D is
narrowing, they can be simulated by

where

marked as

exible.

4 Conclusions
Clearly, more research has to be done in or-

Let R be a
left-linear CS and µ, ν be such that µBR v µ
and µBR v ν for some B ⊆ C . Let t ∈ T (F , X ),
s ∈ T (B, X ), and θ, ϑ be normalized substituϑ∗
tions. Then, t ;∗θ s i t ;
hµ,νi s and ϑ ≤ θ .

Theorem 2 (Completeness)

der to assess the properties and benets of our
model of syntactic annotations for narrowing
in practice. We (hopefully) expect to have motivated the advantages w.r.t. the state-of-theart models for syntactic annotations in real
programming.
An important open problem is termination

This means that the combined model should
be applied under the same conditions as

modes

of the

hµ, νi-narrowing

relation.

This is par-

ticularly interesting because classes of pro-

in the logic programming setting, see [6]. Nev-

grams where narrowing terminates are small

ertheless, it is still useful for real applications,

and rarely useful in practice.

and real programming languages, such as Pro-

mination of logic programs such as [6] could

log or Curry.

be revisited in the context of termination of

In the following, we show that previous approaches are subsumed by the new model.

Works on ter-

hµ, νi-narrowing

or combined with termina-

tion of

Moreover, termination of the

CSR [10].

hµ, νi-narrowing relation can be very useful for
model checking, protocol verication, and theorem proving, since narrowing has proved to
be very useful as their basic mechanism [5].
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